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Spring is on it’s way! 
ManK Af Aur readerE are in Fhe U.A! Ihere Ie have nAF hiF FhaF magical .pring &CuinAx juEF 
KeF! Fhe nighFE are EFill dark and Ie eagerlK aIaiF MdaKlighF EavingE Fime.N In FlArida! buFFerflieE 
and birdE are EFarFing FA make Fheir appearance! Ihile in Fhe cAlder nArFh Fhe CrAcuEeE are 
juEF EFarFing FA EhAI FhemEelveE.  

IF’E a mAEFlK CuieF Fime fAr manK! IiFh Fhe hAlidaK EeaEAn Aver! Fhe NeI Year in full EIing! and 
Fhe IaiFing-fAr-EAmeFhing-FA-happen iE upAn uE! We decided FA feaFure buFFerflieE aE a lAAEe 
Fheme! Eince FheK EAmeFimeE repreEenF neI beginningE! and Af cAurEe EpringFime.  

We aEked memberE Af -AlKmer ClaK Tribe FA pAEF Fheir mAEF beauFiful pAlKmer claK buFFerflK 
arFIArk! and W,W did Ie geF EAme gArgeAuE creaFiAnE! IF became difficulF FA chAAEe Fhe cAver 
arFiEF! EA Ie decided FA feaFure Fhem all in a gallerK fAr KAur delighF. 

Kira   IlKEa 
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FEATURED ARTIST  

Polymer Clay Tribe member Alan Cordiner recently caught our eye with this unique, colorful 
cellular pendant.  A fantastic example of thinking outside the box! Find more of his work here 
on his Facebook page - http://bit.ly/2COuegZ
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Polymer Clay Q&A 
WiFh Kira .lKe 

Q: How do you keep a polymer clay texture plate from sticking to your raw clay? 

A: So here we are discussing the creation of a polymer clay texture plate- that means you might take 
some scrap clay, mix it up and make textures on it, and bake it. Then you would use this as a texture 
tool. However, in can stick to the clay you are working with (it is polymer clay, after all.)  

Cornstarch or Talc powder is a good release in this case. Take a baby sock, try to find one with a very 
fine knit, and fill it with powder and tie or clip the top closed. This creates a “pouncer” which you 
would then use to pounce a fine layer of powder onto your piece of raw clay. Then press it into your 
mold or texture sheet. The fine powder creates a barrier that should prevent your clay from sticking. 
This might take a little practice, as with all things try it a couple of times and you will perfect the 
technique!  

You can also try water (not with Fimo Pro, that clay gets gooey when you add water.) Or my favorite, 
ArmorAll car protectant. I spray a tiny amount onto my work surface and dip my finger in it, then 
wipe the finest layer onto my clay. This works really well for me if I should need a release. 

Q: How can I make claws or horns for a small figure, such as a dragon or unicorn, 
without them breaking or bending funny? 

A: First use a strong clay, such as Premo, to create the little pieces such as claws, horns, beaks, 
whiskers, and bake them for the full recommended time and temperature. Let them cool. 

Next, make the rest of the figure. Now that you have the fully cured tiny details made, you can embed 
them into the larger body of the figure and continue creating! There is nothing better than seeing the 
claws really look like they are coming out of the feet, it’s a realistic detail that will separate your art 
from the crowd. 

You can bake your polymer clay pieces (for the full time and temperature each time) as many times as 
you need to in order to make your creation fit your ideas! 

Have other questions? Ask them in the Tribe: www.polymerclaytribe.com  or comment in the discussion area! 
We will feature answers to common questions each month. 
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Project Photography is really important! 
If you want your projects to get noticed, especially on Social Media or in an online shop, you will need to 
learn how to create beautiful photos of your work. 

Often, editors of magazines, blogs, and other social sharing sites will see something they think is interesting, 
but the photos submitted will not be submission-ready. 

Syndee Holt is a polymer clay artist and photographer. She takes gorgeous photos of both her artwork and her 
surroundings. She lives near the beach in southern California, so her daily walks help her produce a 
breathtaking array of photos of the seaside, especially at sunrise and sunset. You can follow her on Facebook. 
She ALSO added her photography class to Polymer Clay Adventure this year and we strongly encourage you to 
check it out! click here for the details: https://goo.gl/u7vE51  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THE POLYMER CHEF 
             

Blingy Upside-Down Cake 
The Polymer Chef
by Suzanne Ivester
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One online food blogger wrote, “A great way to achieve the perfect cake is to flip it upside-
down, of course!” I call this month’s polymer creation “upside-down cake” not because it looks 
like that tasty pineapple dessert, but because it’s built in layers and then flipped over for a 
surprising reveal. The technique is fun and easy, but it’s so unusual that no one will ever guess 
how you made it.

Ingredients

Liquid Sculpey®, Clear and White
Alcohol inks, Adirondack Stream, Wild Plum, and Sunshine Yellow
Glitter in blue, pink, and gold
Premo! Sculpey polymer clay, Black

Necessary Tools (in addition to your usual arsenal)

Glazed ceramic tile
Plastic credit-card type object
Heat gun (the scrapbooking variety is fine)
Cabochon molds

Instructions

Squeeze a small puddle of clear liquid Sculpey onto the tile and, using the credit card, spread 
it into a thin continuous film on the tile. 

This is definitely the fun part! Place droplets of the 
alcohol inks, in varying sizes, randomly  on the liquid 
clay surface. [I like to hold the bottle horizontally 
(parallel to the tile) and tap it with my finger to get 
small droplets.] Drop pinches of various colors of 
glitter onto the inked surface. Finally, squeeze thin 
curved lines of white liquid Sculpey in interesting 
patterns over the colors.

In a room with good ventilation or outdoors, hold the 
heat gun 1-2 inches away from the surface of the 
liquid clay design and keep it moving constantly to 
avoid burning the clay. It will probably take 6-8 
minutes for a 4-inch square of liquid clay to firm up. To 
test for doneness, let it cool for a minute and touch 
the white lines gently to make sure they’re dry. But 
remember, the tile will be hot!

After the tile cools completely, roll well-conditioned black clay to a medium-thin setting of your 
pasta machine and make a sheet large enough to cover the liquid clay design. Lay the sheet 
over the design, cover it with a piece of parchment or a deli sheet, and burnish it down firmly 
onto the design underneath. Remove any air pockets with a blade and/or your fingers.
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Slide a clean clay blade, very 
carefully, under all the clay 
layers, being sure to get all the 
way down to the surface of the 
tile. Lift the clay and turn it over. 
Voilà! a brilliant-colored, sparkly 
graphic design!

Cut the design into pieces. You 
may need to use scissors or an 
exacto knife for this task because 
the white lines will be a bit 
rubbery. Lay the pieces face-
down into cabochon molds and 
fill the molds with black clay. 
Press in firmly and slice the 
excess clay off the top of the 
molds. 
Remove the cabochons and 
apply more clear liquid Sculpey 
to the surfaces for maximum 
adherence of all layers and to 
protect the glitter. Bake as usual. 
If any shreds of the design 

separate from the edges after baking, cut them off or glue them down with a tiny drop of 
cyanoacrylate glue.

I hope you will experiment with variations to make this technique your own. Being an old 
hippie, I like the black and psychedelic brights, but you can choose whatever colors of inks and 
clay that please you. I haven’t yet tried wrapping pieces of the veneer around clay lumps and 
then rolling them (with or without a bead roller) to form beads, but I do think this could work. 
You could use pieces of metallic leaf instead of glitter. Play and have fun!

Visit Suzanne, The Polymer Chef, today for more fun stuff: 
http://thepolymerchef.blogspot.com/  
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Flutterby Butterfly!  
We asked Polymer Clay Tribe members to share their best butterflies!  There were too 

many to choose just one so we are sharing them all! 
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Sunny Spinning Flower 
by Melissa Terlizzi

I had a really hard time coming up with an idea for a tutorial this month. It feels a little early to 
be making clay bunnies and daffodils, and I, for one, am sick of snowmen and evergreens.  
When I think of March, I think of cold, muddy-gray days, and wind--lots of wind.  So, with that 
cold bluster in mind, I decided to make something that could take advantage of all that wind 
blowing around.  I can’t guarantee this sunny spinning flower will withstand gale force winds, or 
a surprise spring snowfall, but it DOES spin, and will brighten up a flowerpot until real flowers 
can poke up their heads and usher in brighter and warmer days!
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Materials

premo! Sculpey® Clay in Sunshine (yellow), Orange, Black, White
Small piece of cardstock, or heavy paper, pencil, scissors
Straight pin (approx. 1 ½” long)
Micro Hand drill 
Wooden skewer
2-3 spacer beads (I used wooden donut-shaped beads)
1 ¼” & 1 ½” Circle cutters
Mini circle cutters, 1 cm, 5 mm, 12 mm, etc.
Clay blade
Craft knife
Clay shaper tool
Acrylic rolling pin
Plastic wrap
Pink eyeshadow or pastel (optional)
Gold Pearl Ex powder
Cardboard tube (from paper towel roll), tissue
Cotton swabs
Paper towels
Pasta machine
U-shaped gouge tool
Large ceramic tile
Alcohol inks (I used Adirondack Brights in purple, orange, yellow)
Rubbing alcohol, paintbrush
White acrylic paint, Toothpick
Super glue 
Liquid clay
Wire snips
Sand paper or sanding sticks

Instructions

On the cardstock, draw a paddle shape template for the flower petals.  My petal was about 2” long; 
¼” at the narrow end.  Set the template aside while you prepare the clay.
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Condition half a 2 oz. package of Sunshine yellow clay.  Roll the clay 
out using the pasta machine on a thin setting—the thinnest you can go 
without the clay rippling as it passes through the rollers.  (I used Setting 
#8 on my Makin’s machine.)  Place the clay sheet down on the center of 
the ceramic tile.  Spritz a texture sheet with water, and then lay it over 
the clay and roll lightly with an acrylic roller.  The clay is very thin, so 
take care not to tear it when removing the texture sheet.  The idea is to 
make the flower petals as light as possible, so that they will spin easily, 
and not weigh down the flower.

Place the template 
on the textured clay 
and cut out 6 petals using a craft knife.  Don’t flip 
the template, as all the petals need to face the 
same direction.  Lift the scrap clay from around 
the petals.

Apply gold Pearl Ex 
powder to the top of 
the textured petals 
with your finger to 
highlight the design.  
The petals are ready 
to be baked.

Place the cardboard tube on a tile or baking sheet.  Lay tissues over top
—I did this because there was old glue on my tube, and I was afraid it 
would melt in the oven and stick to the clay.  Carefully lift the petals off 
the tile by sliding a clay blade under each one, one at a time.  Line them 
up across the top of the tube with the textured side down.  Make sure all 
the petals are curved the same way.  Bake the petals for 20 minutes at 
275 degrees (if you are not using Premo, follow the directions for the brand of clay you are using.)

While the petals are in the oven, begin the flower’s face.  I mixed a small 
amount of orange with the yellow clay to create a light yellow-orange color.  
Roll this new color out on the thickest setting (#1) and cut out a circle using 
the 1 ½” cutter.  Before cutting, I laid a piece of plastic wrap over the clay, so 
that the top of the circle had a rounded edge after it was cut.
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Mark the center of the circle by piercing it through the middle with the straight 
pin.  This is where the nose will be.  

Above the pinhole, add whatever sort of eyes you like!  I cut out white circles 
using a 1 cm cutter and a sheet of clay rolled out at setting #4.  I cut the black 
pupils out of a thinner sheet (#7) with a 5 mm circle punch.  With a 12 mm 
cutter, I punched out a circle of the orange blend (setting #5), and cut it in two 
for eyelids.  

Roll a very thin snake of clay to line the lower edge of each eye.  Trim with a clay blade at the outer 
edge.  Add another strip of clay along the edge of the upper eyelids. Trim off excess.

With a U-shaped tool, or a needle tool, create the flower’s mouth.  I 
added a tiny piece of clay below the mouth, 
so that it would look like the flower had a 
pouting lower lip.  Blend the bottom edge of 
the lip piece onto the face to hold it in place 
with a clay shaper tool. 
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If desired, use a cotton swab and pink eye shadow to add pink cheeks to the flower face.  This is 
optional—I added pink before deciding later on to add the ink, and the pink doesn’t show through the 
ink layers.

Next, make the flower’s nose.  Wrap the head of the pin with a small ball of clay.  Trim it, as needed.

By this time, the petals have baked and cooled!  Use an emery board or sandpaper to smooth out any 
rough or uneven edges.  Roll out a piece of yellow clay on a medium setting (#4) and cut out two 1 ¼” 
circles. 

Arrange the 6 petals evenly around the top of one of the circles on a ceramic tile, and press into place 
lightly.  Dot liquid clay on the top of each petal-end and then lay the 2nd circle over top.  Press all the 
layers together.  
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Make sure all the layers together are fused by pressing a knitting needle 
down between each petal.  You can also use a clay shaper tool to blend the 
side seams together (i.e., the sides of the 2 circles,) so everything is 
secured in place.  

Use a small straw or 
cutter to punch a hole in 
the center of the circle, 
going through both 
layers.

Roll up a pea-sized ball of clay and press the 
side of the wooden skewer into it, so that it 
creates a channel along the side of the ball; then 
poke a hole into (but not all the way through) the 
center of the channel.  After it has been baked this ball of clay will “cap” off the pin, and hold the 
flower in place on the skewer.

Now it is time to bake the flower face, the “hub” 
with all the petals, the nose pin, and the clay pin 
cap.  Without lifting or moving the hub, place 
pieces of rolled-up paper towel behind all of the 
petals, so that the curves wont sag in the heat of 
the oven.  Then, lay all the other unbaked pieces 
around it on the tile, and bake everything at 275 
degrees for 30 minutes.
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While the flower is baking, drill a tiny hole 
through the wooden skewer, near the top.  
Use the smallest bit you can find, so as not 
to split the wood.  The hole only needs to 
be large enough for the pin to slip through!

After the flower parts have baked and 
thoroughly cooled, assemble your alcohol 
inks and some alcohol (no, not to 
drink! ;-) ) Put a little rubbing alcohol in a 

cup, 
so that 
you can dilute the inks with your paintbrush, and clean the brush 
between colors.

I have very little experience using ink, so you may have a 
different process!  But here is what I did:  I squirted a drop of 
orange ink onto my ceramic tile, wet my brush in the cup of 
alcohol, then dipped it into the ink.  I painted the ink around the 
flower’s eyes, taking care not to get any on the whites of its eyes.  
I also added 
a little ink 
around the 

mouth.

I set the face aside, and painted purple ink on 
the inside edge of all the petals.  I then 
continued by adding orange ink along the edge 
of the purple, layering the colors a bit, and 
letting the colors pool however they wanted.
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I was having fun experimenting with the inks, so I went back to the face 
and added yellow ink all over it.  Dotting the face with a clean “alcohol 
only” brush gave it a wonderful blotched 
complexion.  I also painted the nose with 
orange and yellow ink.  And then because 
I couldn’t resist, I added more orange ink 
around the eyes!  I finished up by adding 
a thin wash of yellow ink over the bottom 
third of the petals.

Once the inks have dried a bit, use a 
toothpick and a dot of white paint to add 
a highlight to each of the flower’s eyes.

Now it’s time to assemble the flower!  

Poke the nose pin through the hole in 
the flower’s face.  Feed one or two 
beads onto the pin.  (I needed 2 beads, because otherwise the curved 
edges of the petals would have bumped the face and not spun very 
well.)

Next place the flower petal hub onto the pin.  Follow the petals with 
another bead and the wooden skewer.  

Depending on the thickness of your layers, size of your beads, and 
length of your pin, you may or may not have to trim off the end of the 
pin.  You want your petals to be able to spin freely, but you don’t want 
the components so loose that the flower face droops down.  Carefully 
clip off what you don’t need.  (Be sure to cover the snips with your 
hand or a towel when you cut, so that the sharp tip doesn’t shoot off 
and get lost somewhere or stick you in the eye!)
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Squeeze a dot of Super glue (I’m using Loctite Gel) 
onto the cap bead, and then press the pin into the hole 
you made on the side, pressing the skewer snug into 
the channel.  Take care not to be too rough, or else the 
pin may bend or the nose may break off!  

Now your flower is ready for the next windy day.  I 
hope it will be a cheerful reminder that bright, warm 
days are coming soon!
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Colorful Easter Eggs 
by Klio Tsaliki

Easter is just around the corner, spring is so close! After a rough winter and snowy days, stormy 
winds and rainy clouds, it is time for some color, joy and easy crafting! If you want to learn how 
to decorate Easter eggs and use them each year to decorate your space, play with the kids and 
offer handmade gifts to your friends, you are at the right place!
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You will need:

Colorful polymer clay
Clay extruder (optional)
Liquid clay or Bake & Bond glue 
Glitter
Wooden or spun cotton eggs/empty real eggs
Acrylic paint (white)
Your pasta machine (with linguini spare part on)
Blades
Some bails, skewers, ribbons, charms, etc. threads, etc. 
Dotting tool (the one you use to make dots on your nails is perfect)
A glass big enough to fit the egg inside without touchign the bottom of the sides. 

Make a skinner blend using colors that fit your 
taste or matching to your general Easter 
decoration. Run your final skinner blend at the 
thickest setting of your pasta machine.  

Put on the linguini spare part of your pasta 
machine. The idea is to use this part to cut in strips 
the colorful sheet, so that you can have in each 
strip the entire color blend. To get the full blend 
result you must put the sheet in a way that colors 
are in a horizontal position and not as they are 
when making the skinner blend the colors (vertical 
position).  

Cut the sheet in two or three pieces, measuring the 
dimensions so that the sheet fits to pass through 
the linguini cutters having always the colors in 
horizontal position. 

You can use wooden eggs, spun cotton eggs, even 
real empty eggs. DO NOT USE FOAM EGGS, it is 
dangerous and 
can cause fire. 

Before coating 
with polymer 

clay you have to 
decide how you are going to use the eggs. Normal size wooden 
eggs usually don’t have a hole; sometimes smaller sizes do have a 
hole. In any case, if you want to hang them you must screw a bail 
on the top of the egg, which normally does not even need a tool, 
as the wood is rather soft and you can just carve a bit the wood to 
keep the bail (otherwise it will slide at the left or the right) and then  
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just screw the bail.  Put the bails from the beginning and work with them 
on the egg. 

Spun cotton eggs do have a hole at the bottom but it is not drilled 
throughout the shape. Do not use Dremel or any other mechanical tool, 
because the spinning drill will stick inside the hole (remember this is a 
spun cotton shape) and will destroy the shape as it will pull the spun 
cotton around the drill and will be impossible to remove it. Instead, just 
insert any manual drilling tool you have available (a long needle for 

example), even a skewer at the hole and twisting and pushing the skewer/drilling tool open the hole 
throughout! After drilling the shape remember to insert the hanging wire or thread through the original 
hole, otherwise you will pull the cotton fibers and you may close again the hole. 

Having a throughout drilled egg you can use it in many different ways, hang it, thread it, put it in a 
skewer and make a “bouquet” etc. 

That being said, let’s go back to our project. Many 
pasta machines come with the spare part for 
linguine and other pasta products, usually it is a 
piece that can be removed (photo at the left) or 
comes as an entire piece (photo at the right). In 
both cases, the cutters are the same. The sparse 
cutter will give you wide strips and the dense will 
give you narrow strips.  

This project was made using the sparse 
cutters and as you can see the sheet was 

placed with the colors in a horizontal position, so when the sheet of 
clay comes through the pasta machine will give even strips with all 
the color range included. 

Run the sheet and get strips like these in the photo. Whatever kind 
of egg you select to use, you must apply some liquid clay on the 
wooden/spun cotton/ real egg, because this way you will help clay 
to stick on the egg surface and you will avoid air pockets.  

Don’t apply the liquid/bake and 
bond to the entire egg, you need 
clean areas to hold it. Apply only 
at the part you are working on 
and add gradually the sticking medium as you go on wrapping. A 
small shot glass can hold beautifully your egg and let your hands 
free for almost the entire covering process.  

Alternatively you can use your extruder, but in this case there is no 
guarantee about the colors you will get. You can just play and 
check what happens. The way you will wrap the egg is the same, 
the result will be different as you don’t know what the extruder will 
give you. 
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Find a glass or a mug where the wrapped egg fits without touching the 
sides and the bottom and a skewer as well. When you need to stop for a 
while your work or your egg is ready to go to the oven, you can put it like 
it is shown in the photo and bake it. This way you can protect your 

wrapped egg from marks and other 
damages. 

Start covering the egg from the point the 
bail is put and towards the bottom, as 
shown in the picture. 

When the first strip is placed, continue 
with the second and so on, wrapping the 
entire egg. Starting each time the strip 
from the same color will give you an 
even result but you can place it vice versa, so that yellow continues 
with yellow and then ends to purple 
and starts with purple and so on! 
This kind of placement will give you 
areas with a certain color, especially 
where the ends are meeting each 
other. When your egg is totally 
wrapped, put it aside (in the glass as 
shown above) and using your 
extruder or the dense cutters of your 
pasta machine, make some narrow 
macaroni/strips of a solid color, 
matching with the ones used for the 
skinner blend. 

On a piece of paper spread some 
glitter and roll the macaroni strips to 
glitter them.  

Fold the paper and put back the 
excess glitter. 

Wrap the egg with the glittered strips, 
putting them at the point where the 

wrapped strips meet each other like it is shown in the image. This way 
you are covering possible gaps which remain between the strips and 
you are adding some sparkle to your Easter egg. 

Since glittered macaroni strips are not sticky any more, you may need 
to add very tiny drops of Bake and Bond to keep them in place while 
baking. Just add some Bake and Bond with a paintbrush but not more 
than a very tiny touch on the meeting point between the strips. 

Some white dots made with the doting tool and white acrylic paint are 
finishing the project. They can be applied either before or after baking. 
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Bake the eggs tented (glittered clay may be a bit more sensitive) and for 30-40 minutes, at 130C, in 
the middle of the oven. I baked them inside the glasses, as shown in the photo earlier. Let them cool 
down normally. At the end of this tutorial you can find some more ideas. 

Another project using the same method of wrapping is the following. This 
time make a soft colored skinner blend and select some glitters of equal 
colors. Make the skinner blend 
and run it through the pasta 
machine at the thickest setting. 
Put the correspondent glitter on 
each color line and with your 
finger apply and spread it. Don’t 
put all glitters together, color after 

color is the right way to avoid mixing colors. 

When all colors are applied, remove the excess glitter and 
run the sheet on a thinner setting, through the pasta 
machine. This way you keep all the shine but the glitter is 
now pressed in the clay and will not get off! 

Also, this way you get more length and you can make more 
things with this particular skinner blend. 

Again cut it in pieces, put it through the sparse cutters and 
cut strips as you did for the previous project. 

This time I will cover a spun cotton egg. I opened the hole throughout the shape and now I can put it 
on a stick or a skewer and work more comfortably.  

The glittered skinner blend has an advantage which is always important when 
working with round shapes which need to be hold in hand. It does not stick on 
your fingers and so you are avoiding deformations and finger marks. 

I applied some liquid clay/bake and bond and 
then started the wrapping by twisting the first 
strip on the top of the egg. The center of the 
twist is places just on top of the hole, so after 

wrapping it totally I know exactly where to open the hole on the clay. 
Add sticking medium (liquid clay or bake and bond) as you are going 

down to the bottom of the egg.  

After wrapping the entire egg, 
here is the result. For the smaller 
(wooden) I used strips cut 
through the dense cutters of the 
same spare part of the pasta 
machine. You can use macaroni 
made with your extruder, again 
the colors you will get are a 
mystery! Surprise yourself! 
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You want more? Let’s wrap another spun cotton egg, this time 
using the strips but not just wrapping them around the egg. This 
project needs advanced skills, as you will have to fill small gaps 
using the strips, but you can always try it. 

Get one of the wide strips and cut the one end like it is shown in 
the picture, to get a sharp end. Start twisting it and make a swirl.  

Apply some sticking medium on the side 
of the egg and place the swirl on. 

Add one or two strips following the first 
swirl and then add a circle at the one side. 

Keep adding strips and filling the gaps 
making a pattern of your own, there is no 
rule or guideline, make whatever you like.  

Bake as mentioned above, for the wooden 
eggs, no difference. Let them cool 

down normally. 
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Ideas 

In the following photos you can see 
how extruded stripes turned out 
instead of strips cut out of a skinner 
blend. These are wooden eggs with 
the bail and some colorful ribbons 
and charms. 

Eggs with a hole (pre-existing), 
placed on skewers. This way you can 
put them in a glass or a vase for an 
alternative decorative way. 

Above you can see a garland made of egg shaped ceramic 
beads, wrapped with extruded strips of clay and threaded with 
fishing thread. Shell decorative beads are finishing the garland 
and the thread was put on a curtain in the sitting room.  

Simple or complicated strip wrapped 
eggs for all tastes and clay skill levels.  

These eggs will be part of your Easters 
for many years, or would make perfect 
Easter presents for your family and 
friends. 

Wrapping them with strips of clay is the easiest and 
safest way to wrap the beautifully, without the need of 
making canes, wasting clay etc.  You don’t need to worry 
if the cane slices will fit perfectly or if they will leave gaps.  

Hang them, make bouquets, make garlands and decorate 
your house, your garden, indoors and outdoors! 

Happy Easter everybody! 

Find me:  

https://www.etsy.com/shop/1000and1 and  

https://www.facebook.com/klio.tsaliki  
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Spring Crocus Pendant 
By Cindi McGee 

Spring is in the air!  Spring bulbs are bursting forth and sharing their beautiful blooms with the 
world.  This dimensional crocus pendant celebrates those flowers are among the first signs of 
spring!
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Materials:

premo! Sculpey® - Purple, Wisteria, White, Orange, Zinc Yellow Hue 
Sculpey® III - String Bean 
Unknown brand of  clay used for background 
1” long Teardrop shaped clay cutter 
Sculpey® Bake & Bond
Sculpey® Etch & Pearl tool 
Sphere tool 
Clay roller 
Craft knife 
Clay blade 
Clay machine
Silver tone bezel, jump rings, crimps, closure 
1/4” Purple organza ribbon
Small bottle with narrow top (about 1/2”)

Instructions:

Roll the background clay to about 1/8” thick.  Turn the bezel upside down and lightly impress 
clay.  Cut around impression.  Add bake & bond to back of bezel and add clay backing.  
Smooth any edges as needed. 

  

Create a Skinner Blend with the purple and wisteria clay.   
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Use teardrop cutter to cut 6 teardrop shapes with the lighter color of the blend at the pointed 
end of the cutter. 

Arrange 3 petals equally spaced, wth the tips overlapping slightly.

Use pointed end of etch & pearl tool to create light lines/impressions along the length of each 
petal on both sides. 

Use fingers to carefully press the rounded top into a slightly pointed shape and to gently roll 
the edges of each petal inward a bit.

Place sphere tool into a bottle and carefully lay 3 petals 
over tool, bringing petals downward.  Bake.  Let cool. 
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Blend a tiny amount of orange clay with a 
small amount of yellow.  Roll into a small 
tube.  Cut piece about 1/2” long.  Use end of 
etch & pearl tool to add small indentations 
and slightly flatten one end. 

Use bake & bond adhesive and mount to 
center of inside of the three baked petals.  

Roll yellow clay to about 1/8”.  Cut 3 small strips with one 
pointed end (about 1/8” in width) about 1/2” in length.  

Use bake & bond adhesive and mount around the orange 
stamen on the flower. 

Carefully turn flower upside down, insert stamen/center into a 
bottle and bake.  Let cool. 

Use fingers to carefully 
press the rounded top 
into a slightly pointed 
shape and to gently roll 
the edges of each of the 
remaining 3 petals inward 
a bit. Use bake & bond to 
adhere remaining 3 petals 
between the original 
petals.   Bake.  Let cool. 
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Use a bit of scrap clay to create a small cone shape and use bake 
& bond to adhere to the base of the flower.  Roll a small piece of 
purple clay to a thin sheet, cut a small rectangle and carefully 
wrap around the cone.  Use fingers and sphere tool to smooth the 
top of the clay into the prebaked petals.  Bake.  Let cool. 

Mix a tiny amount of green clay with a small amount of white 
clay to create a very pale green clay.  Roll into a tube with one 
end larger tha the other.  Use etch & pearl tool and/or sphere 
tool to create a cupped effect on the larger end.  Use bake & 
bond to adhere to the base of the flower. 

Add bake & bond to the side of the flower you wish to adhere 
to the background on the bezel.   Gently press into the 
background clay.  

Use craft knife or clay blade to cut the portion of the stem that 
is extending beyond the bezel.  
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Roll green clay to about 1/8” thick.  Use craft knife to cut thin (about 1/8” width) strips of clay 
with one pointed end.  Use tip of etch & pearl tool to add center line to each piece.  

Trim to desired size and use bake & bond to adhere around the flower.  Cut any portion 
extending beyond the bezel.  

Bake.  Let cool. 

Add jump ring to bezel, add decorative ribbon and 
closure. 

http://www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com 
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Black & White Flower Earrings 

By Panarili 

I would like to share with you a small how to on simple and elegant earrings.  I love studs and I love 
flowers and I also love black and white combination, so here we go.
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Materials:

Sculpey® Souffle - Poppy Seed & Igloo
Liquid clay
Two earring studs
Two flat backed glass cabachons
Flower cutters 
Pasta machine
Wet wipes 

Instructions:

Condition the clay, first white then black. Make sure you start with white 
and clean everything precisely.

Roll two thin pieces of clay. One white and one black.

Put them together and run through the pasta machine.  I do it all on the 
medium setting.

I used the flower cutters as on the picture. Cut out two flowers. For better result, I cut the first one 
white clay layer up, and the other one black up.
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Place the flowers on the round glass beads - one will be 
white on the top, the other one will be black.  Slightly 
press the petals to the glass beads to make the edges 
thinner. Put a drop of liquid clay and place a stud and 
cover it base with 
another drop of 
liquid clay.

Baking time. 20 
minutes at 130C

Make some tiny balls from 
white and black clay.  Once 
earrings are baked and 
cooled out, put a little 
amount of liquid clay in the 
middle and place the tiny 
balls in the middle - white on 
black and black on white 
and bake again for another 
20 minutes at 130C.

That is it!

Enjoy simple elegance everyday

PANARILI

bit.ly/PANARILI
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3-D Bow Cane 
By Melanie Rollins 

Materials:

(Clay amounts can be your own preference)
For this tutorial I used:
2 oz of a colored clay of your choice a darker starting color works best
1.5 oz White clay
0.2 oz Black clay
Clay blade
Pasta Machine
Ruler
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Instructions:

Cut your colored clay into two sections 1.5 oz and 0.5 oz.

Make two Skinner blends one with 1.5 oz of color 
and the 1.5 oz of white.

The second will be your 0.5 oz color with 0.2 oz 
black. Set up as shown in picture.

For the blue and white blend use the thickest setting 
on your pasta machine and blend until
smooth (my thickest is a #1).

For the blue and black blend I used a #4 setting on 
my pasta machine and ran through until
smooth.

Fold both blends in half, white to white, color to color - black to 
black, color to color as shown in this picture. 

Run the white blend through your 
pasta machine on #1 (thickest) white end in first and elongate the blend 
until you reach a #4 on your pasta machine.

For the black blend stay on a #4 setting and elongate that by running 
through blue end first.
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Fan fold both blends as shown the two pics below, try 
to keep the ends of your lighter stack neat, as we will 
need these later on.

With the white blend, I cut the ends off with a little extra and joined them together (keep this for later) 
and also cut the stack in half.

Take one of the white sections and reduce down to 3 inches long. Cut 3/4 inch off the end of the stack 
and reduce this down to be the same size as what you just cut from (don't lose width, mostly flatten 
and lengthen. Stack on top, white to white.

This is the shape I created. The end with the most blue I squeezed to almost a point. The top end with 
the most white I rounded off one side and pinched the left side with my fingers to achieve a little lip. 
Set this section aside for now.

Reduce the last white section down to 3 inches and this time cut off 1/2 an inch at one end, reduce 
this small section down again as above and again attach the white side to white.
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This is the shape I created with this 
section, I again pointed the end 
with the most blue giving it a slight 
curve to the left. I pointed the 
bottom right side almost giving it a 
V shape. Reduce this section down 
to the size bow you will want (this 
part is the bow tail).

Black Blend - Cut a ¼ inch section 
off and put to the side for later.
With the black blend flatten it down 
with your fingers to about 4mm 

thick, have the blue to
one side and the black to the other. Point the dark blue end slightly. You 
will have extra of this part of the cane.

Set aside.

Remember the little end cut offs we saved from 
the white blend? This is where we will use
these, I reduced this down to a 1 1/4 inch long 
rectangle, keep it about 1/4 an inch thick. Cut
off the 1/4 inch at the end (see first pic below).
This can get a little tricky since it is such a small 
part, but reduce that cut off section down to
add to the top of the stack again, like we did 
with the other 2 white blends (see second pic).

(Refer to the 1st picture below to visualize this 
next part). Take the ¼ inch section we cut
from the black blend and reduce that the 
same way you did the white blends (dark color 
on top and lighter color at the bottom) and put 
the lighter side down on the rectangle you just
made.

Round off the rectangle and reduce to be the 
center of your bow.
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Once you have all 3 sections to the sizes you want you can 
take two slices of each of the bow top and tail and one slice 
of the center and place in order as shown in picture below, 
flip one slice of each so it's reverse.

You can also take longer sections and pack this with a 
translucent and make a single cane to add slices to other 
projects.

For this tutorial I left it in sections.

I wanted to show a couple of ways it can be used.
ENJOY!
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Spectacular Stamping! 
A GALLERY OF CREATIVE PROJECTS FEATURING 

RUBBER STAMPING
FROM OUR POLYMER CLAY TRIBE FACEBOOK CHALLENGE
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